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The North East’s only Virtual Practice since 2004

GP Locums





Gain independence & Flexibility
Educational links
Personal development opportunities
Team membership & personal care

Nurse Practitioners / Practice Nurses /
HCA’s






Opportunity to concentrate or specialise
Flexibility
Variety & experience
Confidence
Income top up

Training and Recruitment Opportunities
 CPR updates
 Other courses specifically designed for
locums who may feel left out of the loop
 The opportunity to recruit or find a long
term position

Practice Admin Staff
 Opportunities to broaden experience
 Flexibility
 Confidence
 Variety & experience
 Income top up

General Practices
 Help with short / medium / long term
staffing needs
 Local one stop shop
 High level quality assurance
 Stress relief
 Experience
 Contacts
Website: www.primarylocums.com
Email: info@primarylocums.com
Telephone: 01207 566120

“You’re a star”

Susan Harrison, Whitley Bay
“All of your locums are excellent, I don’t know where you find
them”
Sue Elsbury, Stanley Health Centre
Primary Locums I have had the pleasure of being introduced to this
friendly, efficient, life saving company over 6 years ago

Dallas Hitchinson, Park Surgery Hebburn

I have worked with Primary Locums for nearly ten years now (OMG Louise! how
did that happen!!???) They are a small team so you always know who you are
dealing with which means they know how you work and therefore which
practices are best to send you to. It's always easy to arrange work and they are
always there to help if there are any problems. Because you are employed
directly by the practice you can remain in the NHS Pension scheme which I feel
is a major advantage over the other more commercial agencies.
Dr Joanne Austin, GP Locum

Contact
Louise Jackson – Founder, mum to three, Essex girl without the tan!
Elaine Ridley – Married, mum of two grown up girls, extraordinary quilt and jam maker
Hayley McNeill– The newest and youngest member of the team, who keeps us up to date with
where to go and how to use text speak

I would just like to say that working with Primary Care
locums is a definite privilege. All of the team are very
helpful and are always available and make me feel
very much part of their team. Every time I need to
contact the Agency, I can always get to speak to
someone who is always happy to help. I can honestly
say that I was referred to primary care locums with the
words that they were good employers to work for and I
now know that this is definitely true. They have been
excellent to work with and I would not hesitate to refer
anyone who wanted to join them. Hayley, Louise and
Elaine have been a great support and have been
wonderful !!. I want you all to know how greatly
appreciated you all are.

Kath Cunningham Practice Nurse

“What I like most about the
primary locums is that I feel the
friendly and dynamic team of staff
put the doctors and clients as their
first priority. Combination of
professionalism and morals in this
team cheers me up. Highly
recommended!”
Dr M Dashti, GP Locum
Follow us @Medicallocum
Become a fan of Primary Locums
North East

